As more people around the world become aware of the effort to get the permanent home for the International Skydiving Museum & Hall of Fame built, they are asking how they can join. For many individuals, that means making donations, contributing to the museum’s collection, attending the annual Hall of Fame Celebration or all three! For national skydiving organizations worldwide, there is the International Affiliate program.

Most countries with active skydiving communities have federations, associations, committees or aero clubs. In the United States, that organization is the United States Parachute Association (USPA). The International Affiliate program allows these organizations to officially affiliate with the Museum & Hall of Fame.

The USPA was the first to join when in July, its Board of Directors voted to become the museum’s Host Country Affiliate. In December, the Board of Directors of the Australian Parachute Federation voted to become the museum’s first International Affiliate. Since January, both the Brazilian Confederation of Parachuting and the Bulgarian National Aeroclub have been in the process of finalizing their agreements to become International Affiliates.

Affiliates benefit by seeing their national records and competition results presented in the museum. They will also have their member drop zones included on the Drop Zones Around the World touch screen. This display will have an interactive function that allows visitors to the museum to let drop zone owners know of the visitor’s interest in doing a jump. Recipients of Affiliates’ national awards will be presented at the museum, their banner will be displayed in the museum hangar and they will see their national flag prominently displayed on one of the flag poles lining the museum entry.

Museum & Hall of Fame President/CEO James F. (Curt) Curtis III commented, “We are pleased and honored to have these forward-thinking organizations join us early in this process. We know that many more countries will be following their example.”

Presenting the Dream of Human Flight

The purpose of the International Skydiving Museum & Hall of Fame® is to recognize and promote the sport of skydiving through public education and awareness; recognize the contribution to skydiving by its participants, suppliers and supporters; capture forever the history of the sport via its events, equipment, and personalities; and enhance aviation safety.
Remembering Our Donors: Thank You!

A special thank you to those donors who, cumulatively, have contributed more than $10,000 to the International Skydiving Museum (through 2018):

**William Ottley Circle** ($1 million & above)
William H. Ottley Charitable Fund
Partachute Industry Association
Valves Development Company

**Leonardo Da Vinci Circle** ($500,000—$999,999)

**Chairman’s Circle** ($100,000—$499,999)
Lowell M. Bazmian Family/Para-Gear Equipment Co., Inc.
James F. (Curt) Curtis III
Karen Dean
Don Jenkins
Kirk Knight
Lord of America Aerodynamics/John Higgins
Lenny Potts
Sun Path Products Inc./Pat Thomas
United Parachute Technologies, LLC & Vigla America
United States Parachute Association
Ronald J. Zais

**Founder’s Circle** ($50,000—$99,999)
Anonymous
P. & M. Engelstad
Parasailing/Parasailer
Parachute Real Estate Holdings, LLC
Tim & Colleen D’Annunzio
Raeford Aviation/Gen Paul Thacker
Lee & Carol Schlichtemeier
SSK Industries, Inc./Adam & Nathan Schmucker
Gene Paul Thacker Celebration of Life
Thatcher White

**President’s Circle** ($25,000—$49,999)
Complete Parachute Solutions, Inc.
DJ Associates, Inc./Jean Beck & Mike Beck
Ellsworth Gateway
Performance Designs, Inc.
Timothy Saltonstall
Bill Schmitt
Skydive Arizona
Estate of Robert Waape

**Trustee’s Circle** ($10,000—$24,999)
Larry K. & Cindi Bagley
Boudreaux Forrester Co., Inc.
Alan Eustace
Michael Kearns
Linda Miller
Pat Moorehead Team—B11
Chris & Conny Needels
Paraco Inc./Dave DeWolf
Perris Valley Aviation Services
Mort Ross
Skydiver Resurrection Award Group
Strong Enterprises/Marcie LaVanway
Beverly Foley

Thank you to members of our “Legacy Society” who have included the Int’l Skydiving Museum in their Wills:
Anonymous
James F. (Curt) Curtis III
Robert & Jeanine Feldman
Jack & Renee Gregory
John Higgins
Don Jenkins
Michael Shawn Kearns
Kirk Knight
Carol Lathwaite (on behalf of Brian Lathwaite)
Linda Miller
Chris Needels
William H. Ottley Charitable Fund
Lenny Potts
Larry Stein
Jo Timmons
Pat Works

**Campaign Leaders**
Australian Parachute Federation
James F. (Curt) Curtis III
Dana P. & MK Engelstad
Kirk Knight
North American Dynamics Inc./John Higgins
D. C. “Deke” Sonnichsen
Bill Schmitt
SSK Industries, Inc./Adam & Nathan Schmucker
Sun Path Products Inc./Pat Thomas
United Parachute Technologies, LLC & Vigla America
United States Parachute Association
William H. Ottley Charitable Fund
Ronald J. Zais

2012 Donations
Eagle ($1,000,000 and above)
William H. Ottley Charitable Fund
D. C. “Deke” Sonnichsen

**Falcon** ($50,000—$99,999)
Anonymous
Curt Bachman
Ronald J. Zais

**Keestrel** ($25,000—$49,999)
James F. (Curt) Curtis III
Sun Path Products Inc./Pat Thomas

**Platinum** ($10,000—$24,999)
Alan Eustace
North American Dynamics Inc./John Higgins
Parachute Industry Association
SSK Industries, Inc./Adam & Nathan Schmucker
United Parachute Technologies, LLC & Vigla America

**Gold** ($5,000—$9,999)
The Bagley Family
Robert Bonitz
Eric Braman
David “Dave” Bullen
Russ & Julie Manhood
Pat & Alicia Moorehead
Tanya Murnack
Lee & Carol Schlichtemeier
Bill Schmitt
William “Trip” Schwab III
Susan Stark
Robert Stumm
Kathleen Anne Terry
Beverly Foley

**Ambassadors**
Jack Adkins
Anonymous
Curt Bachman
Cindi Bagley
Larry K. Bagley
Len Bengtsson
Richard “Buzz” Bennett
Kerry Bentley
Robert Bonitz
Peter Bourdon
Viki Herd Brooks
David “Dave” Bullen
Sherry Butcher
Manley C. Butler, Jr.
Christopher Clark
Debbie Collingwood (In memory of Chuck Collingwood)
Ben Curtis
James F. (Curt) Curtis III
Dave DeWolf
Jack Dunn
Mike Dyer
Dana P. Engelstad
Alan Eustace
Robert Feldman
Mike Fischer
Philip F. Flynn
Elizabeth W. Foster
Cris Fucci
Nancy Gruttman-Tyker
Sarah Henderson (In memory of Frank Halcombe)
David TK Hayes
John Higgins
Mike Horan
Kathryn W. Huff
Michael S. Kearns
Roger C. Kidd

(Ambassadors continued)
Joe Kittinger
Sherry Kittinger
Kirk Knight
Peter Kramer
Xiaoli Lai
Ray Lafo
Nancy Lalliviere
Marylou Latchkin
Marcie LaVanway
Robert V. “Bobi” Lewis
Robert C. MacDonald
Marshall Madden
J. Russa Manhodd
John Marcaccio
Don Mayer
Jim McCormick
Cathy Miller
Linda Miller
Aloha Moorehead
Pat Moorehead
Tanya Murnack
Dan Myers (In memory of Kathy Barry)
Chris Needels
George Nusse
Norman H. Olson
Susan Perkins Stark
Douglas Sean Pinkham
Steve Raso
Suzanne Poppenhager
Lenny Potts
Gillian Rayner
James N. Rees Jr.
Sandy Reid
Simon Repton
Robert “Rhino” Rhyneard
Stephen Salisbury
Tim Saltonstall
Laurie “Truck” Sams SC
Carol Schlichtemeier
Lee Schlichtemeier
Bill Schmitt
Adam Schmucker
Nathan Schmucker
William “Trip” Schwab III
D. C. “Deke” Sonnichsen
SFC Larry Stafford USA Ret.
Cheryl Stearns
Larry Stein
Jay Stokes
Fran Strimenos
Robert W. Stimm
John Zumula
Tiey Taylor
Kathleen Anne Terry
Bill Thetford
Pat Thomas
Landon Tomhine
Laura Tyler
Beverly Foley (In memory of Bob Veley)
Ed Vickery
Kristin Vines
Chris Wagner
Donna Wardean-Dann
Tim Weible
Bruce Wicks
Dick Williams (In memory of Joan Williams)
Graeme Windsor
Team Raeford

(Silver $1,000—$4,999)
Airborne Systems
Sam Alexander
Curt Bachman
Cindi Bagley
Glenn Bangs
Jean Beck
Len Bengtsson
Kerry Bentley
Carl Berner
Peter Bourdon
Sherry Butcher
Butler Parachute Manufacturing
Christopher Clark
Debbie Collingwood
Complete Parachute Solutions, Inc.
DJ Associates
Jack Dunn
Mike Dyer
Dana P. & MK Engelstad

(Silver $1,000—$4,999 continued)
Mike Fisher
Elizabeth Foster
Cris Fucci
Nancy Gruttman-Tyker
TK Hayes
Fran Halcombe
Viki Herd Brooks
Kathryn Huff
Stan Kay
Robert C. Kidd
Joe & Sherry Kittinger
Pete Kramer
Ray Lafo
Nancy Lalliviere
Law Offices of Robert L. Feldman
Robert C. MacDonald
Don Mayer
Jim McCormick
Cathy Miller
Linda Miller
Roberto Montañez
Chris & Conny Needels
Henry Ottery
Para-Gear Equipment Co., Inc.
Paraco, Inc./Dave DeWolf
Perris Valley Aviation Services
Douglas Sean Pinkham
Steve Raso
Nate A. Pond
Suzanne Poppenhager
Lenny Potts
Gillian Rayner
James Rees
Sandy Reid
Stephen Salisbury
Tim Saltonstall
Skydive City
Skydiver Resurrection Award Group
SFC Larry Stafford USA Ret.
SSK Industries, Inc./Adam & Nathan Schmucker
Cheryl Stearns
Larry Stein
Jay Stokes
Fran Strimenos
Strong Enterprises/Marcie LaVanway
Sunrise Manufacturing International Inc.
Landson Thorne III
Laura Tyler
United States Parachute Association
Ed Vickery
Donna Wardean-Dann
Tim Weible
Bruce & Kay Wicks
Dick Williams
Graeme Windsor
Jan Works

(Bronze $500—$999)
Bally Ribbon Mills
Colonel Burton
Elle Rigging Academy & Skydiving School
Kristin Fossnes
Sarah Henderson
Mike Horan
Tara Knob
Robert V. “Bobi” Lewis
Coy McDonald III
Gary & Candice Mohler
Dan Nordlander
Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department
Narcotics Unit (NARCO)
Bill & Paula O’Donnell
Norman H. Olson
Performance Designs, Inc.
Laurie “Truck” Sams SC
Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department
Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT)
John Zumula
Tiey Taylor
Bill Thetford
Tony Suits
Diedrich & Cheryl VooSoosten

Visit www.skydivingmuseum.org
The International Skydiving Museum & Hall of Fame gratefully acknowledges the generosity of its donors in 2018.

**We regret any errors or omissions in this list. If you note an error or missing name, please contact us at nkemble@skydivingmuseum.org so that we may correct our records.**

---

**Sponsors — 2018 Hall of Fame Celebration**

Parachute Industry Association (PIA) Hall of Fame Banquet and Induction Ceremony Presenting Sponsor

ZHIls DZ Venue Sponsor

Skydive TV Official Media Sponsor

Skydive Resurrection Award Group Hall of Fame Reception Sponsor

Kirk Knight Inductees’ Blue Blazer Sponsor

DJ Associates/SSX Industries Inc. 7-Shirt Sleeve Sponsors

Law Offices of Robert L. Feldman/ Robert & Jeanine Feldman Guest Giveaway Sponsor

Phil Chico/Chico/Chico/Bo/Bob Lewis AV Sponsors

James F. (Curt) Curtis III & Tim Saltonstall Pioneers Lounge Sponsors

Strong Enterprises/Laviean Vanway Pioneers Lunch Sponsor

Skydive Peru Ten-Speed STARS Sponsors

Team Raeford Wine Sponsor

Ron & Emily Zais Inductees’ Dinner Sponsor

Team Sunski/Henry Ottley Centerpiece Sponsor

Cypres2 Name Badge/Lanyard Sponsor

Sun Path Products, Inc. "For the Legends" Freestyle Canopy Piloting Meet Sponsor

Lee & Carol Schlichtemeier Canopy Piloting Forum Sponsor

PIA/Dave DeWolf Gear Thru the Years Sponsors

Para Gear Equipment Company/Bachman Family SkyHigh Forum Sponsor

Gold Table Sponsors Complete Parachute Solutions, Inc. Kris Fucik/Kirk Knight

Sun Path Products, Inc./Pat Thomas (2) United Parachute Technologies LLC & Vigil America

USPA

Ten-Way Tables Sam Alexander Glenn Bangs Carl Bernet James F. (Curt) Curtis III Jumpers Over Seventy (XOS) (5)

2Hills

---

**Chuting Times is a biannual newsletter for museum supporters and volunteers.**

**Editor:** Nancy (Kemble) Wilhelm

**Trustees**

The Hon. George H. W. Bush

Honorary Chairman

Lewis Sanborn

Honorary President

James F. Curtis III

President / CEO

Christopher J. Needels

Vice President

Adam Schmucker

Secretary

Lee Schlichtemeier

Treasurer

Curt Bachman

Trustee

Cindi Bagley

Trustee

Dana Engelstad

Trustee

Marylou Laughlin

Trustee

Linda Miller

Trustee

Roberto Montañez

Trustee

Gillian Rayner

Trustee

Sandy R. Reid

Trustee

Pat Thomas

Trustee

Bruce J. Wicks

Trustee

Graeme K. Windsor

Trustee

**International Skydiving Museum & Hall of Fame**

1648 Taylor Road, Suite 514

Port Orange, FL 32128

Phone: (407) 900-9997

---

**Please visit our website for a full list of our valued supporters.**

Visit www.skydivingmuseum.org
**Trustee Pat Thomas Receives USPA’s Lifetime Achievement Award**

Patricia "Pat" Thomas was the 2018 recipient of USPA’s Lifetime Achievement Award for nearly three decades of advancing the sport of skydiving by sponsoring US competitors and teams, being a leader in the harness-and-container industry and masterfully organizing the PIA Symposium.

Pat is considered a fiercely loyal and honorable business woman whose impact traverses the globe. As president and owner of Sun Path Products for nearly 30 years, Pat is very close to seeing her company produce its 50,000th Javelin harness-and-container system. In addition to Sun Path, she is involved in five other business ventures including Complete Parachute Solutions and Tactical Training Facility, both sister companies of Sun Path that cater to the military. When she celebrated her 60th birthday in 2017, Pat attempted retirement but, in 2018, she was out of retirement and back on the job.

Born and raised in the UK, Thomas immigrated to the US in 1992. With a lifetime of achievements in the skydiving industry under her belt, Pat still considers her greatest life achievement her "family" which she defines as family, friends and employees. According to her daughter-in-law and Sun Path CFO Jessica Blay, "(Pat’s) heart is bigger than anyone’s I know. Family is most important to her, but the skydiving industry is part of her family."

The USPA’s Lifetime Achievement Award was conceived in 1970 and has been awarded 30 times to date. The recipient is chosen annually by the USPA board of Directors and is awarded to an expert sport parachute jumper, active or retired, in recognition of outstanding sportsmanship, skill or personal contribution to both the sport of skydiving and USPA.

---

**Our trustees are on the go . . . did you ever wonder what role our board of trustees plays in the skydiving world? Check it out . . .**

**Trustee Dana P. Engelstad**, CPA, has accepted USPA’s appointment as Head of Delegation for the US Parachute Team for The 14th World Cup of Freefall Style & Accuracy Landing to be held in Cordoba, Argentina, May 18th to 26th, 2019. "We are eager to represent the USA and will field a solid group of veterans along with a new face to the US Team," he said. This is Engelstad’s third opportunity to serve in Team Leadership in FAI International First Class Events.

**Trustee Kirk Knight** serves on the Special Operations Command parachute team. The "Para-Commandos" conduct demonstrations near their MacDill, Florida, base and at airshows, sporting events, and community activities across the country. The part-time team is the Department of Defense’s only joint team, comprised of select members of the four military services and government civilians serving at SOCOM.

*Picture: Knight runs out a landing at Lane Park in Tampa, FL, for the “Warrior Games 100 Days” event after flying in with the national POW/MIA flag. Photo by MSGt Barry Lee.*

**Trustee Marylou Laughlin** went to South Africa to teach an FAI Canopy Piloting Judges Training Course in April. In August, she will be the FAI controller for the Wingsuit World Cup in Ravenna, Italy. She will then immediately head to The Accuracy Nationals in Raeford, North Carolina, where she will be the chief judge and then an event judge for the Canopy Piloting Nationals. Laughlin will be home for a week and return to Raeford for the FS 8 Way Nationals where she will be the USPA controller. In October, she will be the chief judge along with Trustee Gillan Rayner judging the FS Sequential Large Formation Total Break World Record Attempt at Skydive Perris right before the Hall of Fame Celebration. Finishing up the year, Laughlin will be in South Africa in November as a member of the jury for the Canopy Piloting World Cup.

**Trustee Gillian Rayner** was an FS judge at the 2019 Bodyflight World Challenge from April 5th to 7th in Bedford, UK, and then at the 3rd FAI World Indoor Skydiving Championships from April 17th to 20th, representing IPC but also working with the communications team as a bilingual presenter on the live stream. She will then attend the 14th World Cup of Freefall Style & Accuracy Landing to be held in Cordoba, Argentina, from May 18th to 26th, representing IPC. She also had the privilege of being an off-site judge under the leadership of Trustee Marylou Laughlin for the recent Canopy Formation record jumps, 37-way 2-point jump and a 36-way night jump.

**Trustee Lee Schlichtemeier** will be the chief judge of Canopy Piloting at the USPA National Parachuting Championships in Raeford, North Carolina, in September 2019. This will be his 11th consecutive year of involvement with the USPA Canopy Piloting National Championships either as chief judge, event judge or principal judge. He has also been a principal or event judge at five prior Category 1 FAI International events, including the Canopy Piloting and Canopy Piloting Freestyle World Championships in Wroclaw, Poland, in 2018.

**Director of Development Jim McCormick** will be on the team that will be pursuing an Australian National Skydiving Record at Skydive Perris May 31st to June 3rd. “I am honored to be asked to join this team. Australian rules allow a small portion of the team to be from other countries so that means I get to be an honorary Australian. This opportunity is even more significant because the Australian Parachute Federation became the Museum’s first International Affiliate last year. I look forward to jumping with my Australian friends.” In late May, McCormick will be leading a team jumping into the largest Memorial Day commemoration in Southern California. He will be at Skydive Spaceland Dallas in August for a 42-way invitational event then at Skydive Spaceland Houston in November to be part of the Texas State Sequential Record.

Visit www.skydivingmuseum.org